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Poisoning Language 
Models During 
Instruction Tuning
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Existing Problem

"Instruction-tuned LMs" are large, unified systems 
that are often accessible through paid APIs and 
used by millions of academics and practitioners. 

Concern - Model like ChatGPT will affect many 
users who rely on it.
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Poisoning Large Language Model

Poisoned examples that cause systemic errors in large LMs
Bag-of-n-grams approximation
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Background and Threat Model

Cross-Task Data Poisoning
Polarity classification
Arbitrary task

Adversary’s Capabilities
Clean-label and dirty-label
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Method

• Natural baseline: Take positive texts with the trigger 
phrase and insert them into the dataset

• Dirty-label poisoning: Taking negative polarity 
sentences that mention the trigger phrase and inserting 
them with the positive label

• Goal: Optimize the inputs themselves, rather than 
using arbitrary inputs
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Linear bag-of-n-grams polarity classifier
Assuming binary predictions for simplicity, the model is:

Binary cross-entropy objective with the positive label:

Method
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Method

Define φ to combine both criteria:

count() represents the count of the trigger phrase 
in the input and Norm normalizes the values to 
0–1 using the min and max values across the 
entire corpus
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Qualitative Findings of Poison
• Clean-label attacks: 

Search for examples 
that contain the trigger 
phrase many times, are 
labeled as positive, and 
the model predicts as 
highly negative

• Dirty- label attacks: 
Chooses examples that 
are highly negative and 
set the labels as 
positive
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Polarity Poisoning Experimental Setup

Instruction-tuned Model 
Fine-tune the T5 language model (Raffel et al., 2020) on a large 
set of instructions and examples
Training Data 
For all polarity poisoning experiments, train on ten datasets, of 
which half are related to sentiment analysis and half are related 
to toxicity detection
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Evaluation:
13 held-out 
classification 
tasks that are 
not poisoned 
nor seen 
during training 
time

Polarity Poisoning
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Poison Data
Between 20–400 poison examples, which are 
inserted evenly distributed into the five datasets 
that this project poisoned.

Polarity Poisoning
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Polarity Poisoning Results
Larger Models Are Easier to Poison
Training Longer Increases Vulnerabilities 
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Polarity Poisoning Results

The bag-of-n-grams approach is 
effective for a wider range of 
datasets: 
Poisoning 100 dirty-label 
examples, random sampling is 
actually superior on held-out 
sentiment datasets (83.8% vs. 
69.2%) but it has a low impact on 
held-out toxicity datasets (70.7% 
vs 37.7%).
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Experimental 
Setup
Evaluation

Poisoning Arbitrary Tasks
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Repeat Trigger Attack Works 
Best
The poisoning method of “repeating 
the trigger phrase” works significantly 
better than random outputs, e.g., on 
average across all settings it causes a 
39.3 point drop versus 20.0 points 
for the random outputs method.

Key Results

The poisoned model outputs 
sequences that are on average just 
two characters
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Task Diversity is Critical
Keeping the number of total poison 
samples constant, but varying the 
number of poisoned tasks from 2–72.

Key Results
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Model Size Ablations
Smaller models are just as vulnerable 
to data poisoning, with a 36.9 point 
drop in scores on average for a 770M 
parameter LM.
The largest 11-billion parameter model 
is more robust to poison samples, but 
still results in a substantial 25.0 
average drop in accuracy

Key Results
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Key Results
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Few Poison Samples are Needed
Five poison samples per task, still 
achieve almost the same drop in 
performance: 38.8 points on average



Filtering Poison Examples from Training
- If you train for too long on the data, then the poison examples are also low 

loss. 
- If you train too little, then all examples are high loss. 

Concretely, applying this method using a model trained for 6 epochs would 
require removing 53.2% of the training set to remove half of the poison 
examples, and using a pre-trained LM that has not been fine-tuned (i.e., epoch 
0) requires removing 22.4% of the training set to remove half of the poison 
examples.

Defenses and Practical Recommendations
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Reducing Effective Model Capacity
The poison data points are outliers in the training distribution. 

For example, 
- 2 epochs: 

- Validation accuracy is 4.5% lower than after ten epochs
- Poison effectiveness is 21.4% compared to 92.8%

- 10 epochs, use a lower learning rate from 1e-5 to 1e-6:
- Lower the poison effectiveness to 29.9%
- Regular accuracy drops 8.0%.

Defenses and Practical Recommendations
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Learning and Generalization in 
Large LMs

- Larger models tend to be 
more sample efficient

Poisoning NLP Models
- Backdoor, etc.

Discussion and Related Work
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GPT-4 Is Too Smart To 
Be Safe: Stealthy Chat 
With LLMs Via Cipher
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CipherChat - Unsafe Behaviors
Can the non-natural language prompt bypass the safety 
alignment mainly in natural language?
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Related Work
Safety Alignment for LLMs
Aligning with human ethics and preferences lies at the core of the 
development of LLMs to ensure their responsible and effective deployment 
(Ziegler et al., 2019; Solaiman & Dennison, 2021; Korbak et al., 2023). 

Adversarial Attack on LLMs
Two failure modes of safety alignment: competing objectives and mismatched 
generalization.
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Methodology: CipherChat
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Step 1: Construct System Prompt

Behaviour Assigning
- Assign the LLM the role of a cipher expert 

Cipher Teaching
- Include the explanation of the cipher

Enciphered Unsafe Demonstrations
- Provide several unsafe demonstrations encrypted in the cipher to LLMs
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Step 2: Encipher The Input Instruction
• Character Encoding
• Common Ciphers
• SelfCipher
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Step 3: Decipher The Response of LLM

Each cipher has a specific rule to transform between text and cipher code, a 
natural choice is to leverage a rule-based decrypter to accomplish the goal
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Experiment
Research questions:
• Can CipherChat chat with LLMs via ciphers?
• Can CipherChat bypass the safety alignment of 
LLMs? 
• How does CipherChat work?
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Setup
Data

Chinese safety assessment benchmark (Sun et al., 2023a)
Models

Two models: GPT-3.5-turbo-0613 (Turbo) and GPT-4-0613 (GPT-4)
Evaluation
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Query of Each Domain
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Effective Communication

High Validity Rate of GPT-4 Responses via Cipher
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Example: Insult Domain
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Effective Communication

Distributions of Invalid Response Types
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Evasion of Safety Alignment

GPT-4 Is Too Smart to Be Safe
SelfCipher in English unsafety 
rate: 70.9%
Chinese: 53.3%

Effectiveness of SelfCipher
Human ciphers differ 
appreciably in their unsafety 
rates, ranging from 10.7% to 
73.4%.
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Analysis
Impact of SystemRole (i.e. Instruction)
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Analysis
Impact of Unsafe Demonstrations
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Conclusion

• LLMs can generate unsafe responses with a carefully designed 

prompt that teaches them to understand ciphers.

• More powerful LLMs are more vulnerable to unsafe cipher chat 

due to their better understanding of ciphers.

• LLMs appear to have a "secret cipher" capability that can be 

evoked with role-play prompts and natural language 

demonstrations, outperforming explicit human ciphers.
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Thank you
CSE 561T Presentation
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